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OPCW Doctored Douma Chemical Weapons Attack,
Syria Documents
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On  Saturday,  WikiLeaks  released  more  information  on  how  the  Organization  for  the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) doctored its report on an alleged April 7, 2018 CW
attack in Douma, Syria that never happened.

WikiLeaks revelations are more evidence of a pro-Western organization that plays fast and
loose with alleged facts, inventing them to serve a higher power in Washington.

The so-called incident was fake, a US/NATO-staged false flag, Syria wrongfully blamed for a
victimless nonevent.

No one in Douma died, was hospitalized, or became ill from exposure to chemical or other
toxins.

Local eyewitnesses and medical personal debunked the falsified narrative. Russian technical
experts found no evidence of chemical or other toxins in soil samples and other analysis of
the site.

According  to  new  WikiLeaks  information,  documents  it  obtained  show  “internal
disagreement within the OPCW about how facts were misrepresented in a redacted version
of” its initial Douma report.

Twenty OPCW inspectors objected to the final Fact Finding Mission (FFM) report that “did not
reflect the views of the team members that deployed to Douma.”

Only one FFM member contributed to the redacted report, prepared by a new “FFM core
team” that “only operated in country X” — “presumably not Syria,” said WikiLeaks.

A memorandum by one FFM member, dated March 14, 2019, was written two weeks after
publication of the OPCW’s final report.

He “was tasked with analysis and assessment” of what was found at the site of the alleged
CW attack because of his scientific expertise.

Yet “(i)n subsequent weeks, I found that I was being excluded from the work, for reasons not
made clear,” he said.
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Despite repeatedly asking to be informed on information to be included in the final report,
his request was denied. “The response was utmost secrecy,” he explained.

When the final report was released on March 1, conclusions of the initial one were doctored.

“At the conclusion of the in-country activities in the Syrian Arab Republic, the
consensus within the FFM team was that there were indications of serious
inconsistencies in findings,” he wrote in his memorandum, adding:

“After the exclusion of all team members other than a small cadre of members
who had deployed (and deployed again in October 2018) to Country X, the
conclusion seems to have turned completely in the opposite direction.”

“The FFM team members find this confusing, and are concerned to know how
this occurred.”

His memorandum concluded saying

“I must stress that I hold no opinion, interest or strong views on the technical
part of the matter, nor any interest in the political outcomes.”

“My interest is in sound technical rigor; the science, engineering and facts will
speak for themselves.”

All  wars  are  based  on  Big  Lies  and  deception,  time  and  again  false  flags  used  to  justify
what’s  unjustifiable,  blaming  victims  for  hostile  acts  against  them.

The  alleged  April  2018  Douma  CW  incident  was  false  flag  deception,  Syria  wrongfully
blamed.

Throughout nearly  nine years of  war,  Damascus was falsely blamed for  numerous CW
incidents it had nothing to do with — committed by US-supported terrorists every time.

Government forces are combatting them to liberate the country and its people from their
scourge.

Unasked by US-led Western officials and supportive establishment media is why would these
troops harm civilians they’re going all out liberate?

When cities,  towns and villages are freed from occupation by ISIS and other jihadists,
civilians joyously welcome government forces.

On occasions when Assad visited liberated areas, residents welcomed him warmly, thanking
him for freeing them from US-supported terrorists.

In November 2018, he greeted residents of liberated Suwayda province, bordering Daraa in
the country’s southwest where Obama regime aggression began in March 2011.

Al-Watan video showed him cheered and lifted onto the shoulders of a Syrian man, people
thanking him for their freedom from US-supported terrorists – the scene repeating what
happened in earlier liberated areas.
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In  March  2018,  he  drove  a  Honda  through  liberated  East  Ghouta,  a  videographer  filming
him, no aides or security forces in the vehicle, saying he went there “to see the situation”
for himself, adding:

“We’ll  see  the  armed  forces  that  are  fighting  and  the  areas  that  have  been
liberated” – telling them “(y)ou are the sons of our country.”

“We will protect all the people of Ghouta. In these areas, every meter has a
drop of blood from a Syrian fighter. A hero among heroes.”

There’s nothing “civil” about Obama regime orchestrated aggression in Syria, begun in
March 2011, escalated by Trump, a forever dirty war like other US post-9/11 conflicts.

Last week, US war secretary Mark Esper said Pentagon forces will stay in Syria for years —
on the phony pretext of combatting ISIS the US created and supports, along with likeminded
jihadists.

In his important book titled “The Dirty War on Syria: Washington, Regime Change and
Resistance,” Tim Anderson explained what the official narrative suppressed, saying:

“Washington  and  its  allies  try  another  ‘regime  change’  in  Syria.  A  fake
‘revolution’ uses Islamic gangs, during an ‘Arab Spring.’ The Western media
constantly lie about this covert, dirty war.”

“A political reform movement is driven off the streets by Islamic violence. (The
misnamed  pro-Western)  ‘Free  Syrian  Army’  slaughters  minorities  and
government  workers.”

“Saudi and Qatari backed Islamists carry out a series of massacres, falsely
blaming them on the Syrian Army and President Assad.”

“Most  of  Syria’s  opposition  backs  the  state  and  army  against  terrorism.
Washington calls a puppet exile group ‘the Syrian opposition.’ ”

“Washington (using NATO, the Saudis, Qatar, Turkey and Israel) backs all the
armed Islamist groups, pretending some are ‘moderate rebels.’ ”

“A resistance coalition rallies to Syria. Iran, Hezbollah, Iraq and Russia join the
Syrian Army in destroying western backed terrorist groups.”

Anderson explained Washington’s dirty war in great detail,  his  documented facts polar
opposite official narrative propaganda.

Over the weekend, Michel Chossudovsky republished an article on Syria he wrote in May
2011 on “the inception of the jihadist terrorist insurgency.”

Things began in mid-March 2011 “in Daraa, a small border town with Jordan…instigated by
Washington…(events) documented from” when US-orchestrated aggression began.

No protest movement uprising occurred. “(I)t was an armed insurgency integrated by US-
Israeli and allied supported ‘jihadist’ death squads,” he explained.

They were “trained and equipped by NATO and Turkey’s High Command.” What happened
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and continues was “a staged event involving covert support to Islamic terrorists by Mossad
and/or Western intelligence.”

The  official  narratives  of  all  wars  are  exercises  in  mass  deception.  Establishment  media
reports  on  years  of  war  in  Syria  are  some  of  the  worst  in  modern  memory.

Endless US-orchestrated aggression continues for regime change.

It’s all about wanting overwhelmingly popular Bashar al-Assad replaced with pro-Western
puppet rule, Iran isolated ahead continued economic war aiming to topple its legitimate
government.

US wars are all about making the world safe for America’s military, industrial, security,
media complex, Wall Street and other corporate interests.

They have nothing to do with combatting the scourge of ISIS or other jihadists — elements
the US uses as proxy foot soldiers to advance its imperial interests.

*
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